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Management Brief

Taking care of foreign personnel coming
to work in Belgium often means more than
mere relocation services. Did you know
that ING can help you by going the extra
mile for taking care of your expats?

© ING

Expats services: added
value for your employees

Dave Deruytter
Head of expat services
ING Belgium
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Leading an expat life

ING’s helping hand also extends after the expatriates
have been in Belgium for some time. ʺWe noticed that,
after 3 to 6 months, they typically start thinking about
other financial matters, like opening a savings account
or starting some financial investmentsʺ, Dave Deruytter
continues. ʺAnd this brings other questions that need
answering: for instance, what is the tax status of their
investments both in Belgium and in their home country? Will they be subject to double taxation? Can they
avoid this, or at least get a reduction? We have built
up a lot of expertise on these questions, so we can
discuss them with our clients and provide them with
accurate information about any financial instrument
they are considering for investment. There is also the
question of the family car. Even if most clients have
been given a company car, they often want to buy a
second car for their spouse. We provide help and information about the different possibilities for financing
and insuring this purchase. They are really happy to
have the information in English or, where possible, in
their own language.ʺ

Thinking about the future

Once have settled comfortably into their new lives,
most expats start thinking about the longer term:
should they buy a house? What about their pension
rights? Will they be able to claim their pension as constituted in Belgium? ʺThis is another area where we
offer advice. For instance, we take the time to tell them
all they need to know about buying property in Belgium, explaining the process, the parties involved, tax
matters, and so onʺ, says Dave Deruytter. ʺAll of this
goes well beyond providing them with mortgage credit,
but we feel it is an essential part of our service. At the
moment we run information seminars in partnership
with Ackroyd Publications on topics of greatest interest
to expats: property, pension, and planning personal
assets. We can even organise these seminars on our
client’s premises if they so wish.ʺ
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After you’ve gone

Typically, the service to expats also works after the
expatriates have returned to their home countries.
ʺMany ex-expats like to maintain their current and
savings accounts in Belgium. Sometimes, it is also
more advantageous for them to keep their investments here rather than repatriate them. We provide
them with the necessary tax information, so that
they can decide what is best for them.ʺ

Free of charge?

All these extra services are currently offered at no cost
to either the company or employees. ʺWe consider
this a marketing expenseʺ, says Dave Deruytter. ʺIt
is an extra service we provide to both our clients and
their employees, and it is mutually beneficial: if their
expat personnel are doing business with us, we gain
new clients, so there is satisfaction on all sides.ʺ

Inbound, but also outbound

This help sometimes also extends to Belgian corporate clients sending their own employees to a subsidiary abroad. ʺRecently, the HR manager of one of our
clients contacted us because he had questions about
the possibility for Belgian nationals to hold foreign
currency accounts in India. We contacted ING Vysya
Bank in India and got all the information and reassurance they neededʺ, Dave Deruytter remembers.
ʺThat is also one of the advantages of our extensive
international network. Not only does it help our clients do business: it also provides them with useful
assistance whenever they have questions affecting
the personal financial situations of their employeesʺ.

Do you want to know more about our free
services to expats?
Don’t hesitate to visit our ING Expats web page

